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Abstract. At the National Institute for Fusion Science (NIFS) large-scaled negative ion sources
have been widely used for the Neutral Beam Injectors (NBIs) mounted on the Large Helical Device
(LHD), which is the world-largest superconducting helical system. These injectors have achieved
outstanding performances in terms of beam energy, negative-ion current and optics, and represent a
reference for the development of heating and current drive NBIs for ITER.
In the framework of the support activities for the ITER NBIs, the PRIMA test facility, which
includes a RF-drive ion source with 100 keV accelerator (SPIDER) and a complete 1 MeV Neutral
Beam system (MITICA) is under construction at Consorzio RFX in Padova.
An experimental validation of the codes has been undertaken in order to prove the accuracy of the
simulations and the soundness of the SPIDER and MITICA design. To this purpose, the whole set
of codes have been applied to the LHD NBIs in a joint activity between Consorzio RFX and NIFS,
with the goal of comparing and benchmarking the codes with the experimental data. A description
of these modeling activities and a discussion of the main results obtained are reported in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION
A comprehensive set of numerical and analytical codes is currently being used and
developed at Consorzio RFX, aiming at simulating the most important aspects inside
the negative ion electrostatic accelerator, the electrical and magnetic fields, beam aiming
and optics, pressure inside the accelerator, stripping reactions, transmitted and dumped
power, operating temperature, stresses and deformations of the accelerator grids. These
codes provide a description of the physical phenomena taking place in the different
components of the injector system (source, accelerator, neutralizer, electron and ion
dumps, calorimeter) and therefore are necessary for the engineering design optimization
as well as for the prediction of the operating conditions and the interpretation of the
experimental results.
This paper describes a set of optics and physics analyses on the accelerator of the LHD
Neutral Beam Injector [1, 2]. The codes used are some of the ones currently considered

FIGURE 1.

LHD Neutral Beam Injector, Beam Line 2: aperture geometry and electrical connections.

for the design of the SPIDER accelerator [3, 4]:
•
•
•
•
•

CONDUCT to estimate the conductance through the grids of a gas in low pressure
conditions;
STRIP for the pressure and density profiles inside the accelerator and the stripped
losses;
SLACCAD for the beam optics;
OPERA, ANSYS and PERMAG for the magnetic fields;
EAMCC for the estimation of the heat loads on the grid, transmitted beam and
amount of backstreaming ions.

ACCELERATOR GEOMETRY AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The geometry considered for the first set of simulations on LHD NBI is that of the
Beam Line 2 (BL2), shown in Fig. 1. This is a negative-ion-based Neutral Beam Injector.
The extraction/acceleration system is made of a Plasma Grid (PG), an Extraction Grid
(EG), a Steering Grid (SG) and a Grounded Grid (GG). EG and SG are electrically
connected, so they are biased at the same potential.
The EG features embedded magnets with alternated polarities. The magnetic remanence is taken equal to 0.96 T, which is a typical value for Samarium Cobalt permanent magnets [5]. EG and GG feature cooling channels to remove the heat loads by
co-extracted and secondary electrons. The number of apertures is 1540, calculated considering 2 sources, 5 grid sections per source, 14x11 apertures per section. The source

FIGURE 2. LHD Neutral Beam Injector, Beam Line 2: schematic view of the calorimetric measurement
set up.

and tank pressures, which are respectively the pressure at the entrance and at the exit of
the accelerator, were not measured during the considered campaign.
As a reference value we have considered the pressure distribution inside the 1/3 scaled
negative ion source at the NIFS testbed [1], where the filling pressure is about 0.43 Pa
and the tank pressure is about 0.06 Pa. One should bear in mind that these data are
referred to a different system, with smaller dimensions and two stages of acceleration
(there is an acceleration grid between EG and GG), and the pressure boundary conditions
could be different in the case of BL2.
For all the considered models, the z coordinate is considered along the beam direction,
while x and y are considered respectively along the transverse horizontal and transverse
vertical directions (see Fig. 1).

VOLTAGE, CURRENT AND CALORIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
In order to carry out the comparison between the results of the models and the
experimental data, typical pulses of the LHD BL2 injector have been considered. Fig. 2
schematically shows the calorimetric measurement set up adopted in the BL2 injector.
The total energy absorbed by each component can be estimated by integrating the power
carried away by the cooling water during and after the pulse, according to the formula:
Z

E=

ṁC∆T dt

(1)

where ṁ is the water flow, C is the water heat capacity and ∆T is the difference
between inlet and outlet temperature of the cooling water. The power deposited on the
components can be then evaluated by dividing the corresponding energy by the pulse
length:
E
P=
(2)
∆t pulse

TABLE 1.

Voltage, current and calorimetric measurements.

LHD shot number

98006

98007

98013

Pulse length

∆Tpulse [s]

1.96

1.94

2.96

Extraction voltage

VPS,ext [kV]

9.7

9.8

8.5

Acceleration voltage

VPS,acc [kV]

163

163

143

Total extraction current (sources A+B)

IPS,ext [A]

91.9

92.4

82.9

Total acceleration current (sources A+B)

IPS,acc [A]

70.5

70.8

64.5

Average power absorbed by the EG (sources A+B)

PEG [kW]

312

308

244

Average power absorbed by the GG (sources A+B)

PGG [kW]

1189

1113

875

where ∆t pulse is the pulse-on time. This is to be considered as an average power deposited on the components during the pulse duration. Voltage, current and calorimetric
measurements recorded during three typical pulse in LHD BL2 accelerator are reported
in Tab. 1. In particular, the data from pulse 98006 will be here considered.

OPTICS ANALYSES
The SLACCAD code has been used to estimate the electric field inside the accelerator
by integration of the Poisson’s equation, with cylindrical geometry conditions [6]. This
is a modified version of the SLAC Electron Trajectory Program [7], adapted to include
ions, a free plasma boundary and a stripping loss module [8].
The CONDUCT and STRIP codes [9] have been used to generate the boundary
conditions for SLACCAD. CONDUCT has been used to estimate the conductance of
a gas in low pressure conditions across the aperture, following the classical approach
for molecular flow [10]. The temperature of the background gas inside the ion source
is estimated to be in the range between 1000 and 5000 K (depending on the operating
conditions of the arc chamber ion source), while it is expected to be close to the room
temperature in the acceleration gaps.
Gas density profiles should be calculated for this temperature range. With a fixed
flow rate and molecular flow conditions, the velocity of the molecules V is foreseen
to increase as the gas temperature increases. In other words, the gas density in the ion
source and the accelerator decreases as the gas temperature increases, i.e. the conductance increases with temperature. Regarding this topic, Krylov and Hemsworth propose
0.5
the relation V ∝ Tgas,source
[11]. The STRIP code requires a source pressure (for the
region upstream of the accelerator) and a tank pressure (for the region downstream of
the accelerator) to calculate the pressure profile inside an electrostatic accelerator. The
source pressure to be given as input to this code should take into account that the gas
in the source is at high temperature. To make this, the following formula is used in the
calculations:
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FIGURE 3.
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where:
pe f f is the effective source pressure, to be used for the stripping calculations with
the STRIP code;
• p f ill is the filling source pressure, intended with no source operation and the system
at room temperature. This is taken equal to 0.43 Pa according to [1]
• Troom is the room absolute temperature, taken equal to 300 K;
• Tgas,source is the gas absolute temperature inside the source, assumed to be in the
range 1000-5000 K.
•

The potentials of the grids are respectively 0 kV (PG), 9.7 kV (EG/SG) and 172.7 kV
(GG), according to the data recorded during the pulse 98006 of Tab. 1, considered for
these analyses.
With these boundary conditions, STRIP has been used to estimate the pressure profile
and stripping percentage on beam axis (considering the cross sections reported in the
ORNL Redbooks [12]). The stripping and charge exchange reactions have been then
taken into account by SLACCAD for the space charge evaluations.
The pressure, density and stripping profiles calculated with STRIP are plotted in
Fig. 3, while Fig. 4 shows the trajectories of the negative ions and equipotential lines
calculated with SLACCAD. The beamlet meniscus corresponds to the first equipotential
line (0 kV). The grids are acting as converging and diverging electrostatic lenses.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5. Evaluation of the magnetic field with OPERA: (a) Electron suppression field (vertical
section); (b) Filter and cusp field (horizontal section).

MAGNETIC FIELD ANALYSES
The magnetic field distribution inside the accelerator has a considerable influence on
the operating behaviour of this component. In particular, it affects the beam deflection,
the amount of heat load on the grids and the electron filtering capability.
The suppression field (given by the suppression magnets embedded in the EG) is the
most important magnetic field inside the accelerator, because it provides the electron
filtering capability. This field, which is mostly along the transverse vertical direction y,
can horizontally deflect the charged particles inside the accelerator. It has been calculated with three different codes: OPERA [13] (see Fig. 5a), ANSYS [14] and PERMAG
[15] (being the first one and the second one finite element method codes and the third one
a semi-analytical code). An optimal agreement among the three simulations was found.
The data has also been compared and checked with measurements of the magnetic field
on the LHD BL2 source [16].
The effect of filter and cusp magnetic fields inside the accelerator (see a simulation
with OPERA in Fig. 5b) is much smaller than the suppression field. Nevertheless, these
fields, which are mostly along the transverse horizontal direction x, can slightly deflect
vertically the charged particles inside the accelerator. The results of the simulations show
that the filter and cusp magnetic fields are of the order of 10−4 T in the accelerator area.
This is about two orders of magnitude lower than the suppression field. On the other
hand, filter and cusp fields are present also inside the arc chamber, with the functions
of enhancing the plasma generation and filtering the electrons before they are extracted
from the plasma source.

ESTIMATION OF THE EXTRACTED CURRENT AND HEAT
LOADS
The collisions among particles inside the accelerator, as well as secondary particle
production processes, were analysed with the code EAMCC. This is a 3-dimensional
relativistic particle tracking code where macroparticle trajectories, in prescribed electrostatic and magnetostatic fields, are calculated inside the accelerator [17]. In the code,
each macroparticle represents an ensemble of rays considering the time-independent
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FIGURE 6. EAMCC simulation (a) of a negative ion beamlet and (b) of the co-extracted electrons in
the LHD BL2 accelerator: the particle trajectories and stripping reaction are simulated with a Monte Carlo
approach in a domain with electrical and magnetic fields.

physical characteristics of the system. This code needs as inputs the electric and magnetic fields inside the accelerator. The former was calculated with SLACCAD, the latter
with OPERA (magnetic fields from suppression, filter and cusp magnets are included in
the simulations).
Collisions are described using a Monte-Carlo method. The collisions considered in
the code are the ones between the particles (electrons, ions and neutrals) and the grids,
the negative ion single and double stripping reactions and the ionization of background
gas. The main output of an analysis with EAMCC are summarized in Fig. 6. In this case,
as a first hypothesis, a 342 A/m2 current density have been assumed both for the negative
ions (H − ) and for the co-extracted electrons (e− ), with the power loads and heat density
referred to these values.
In order to compare the simulations with the experimental data (pulse 98006), the H −
and e− extracted current densities have been calculated as a function of the currents measured at the two power supplies (IPS,ext and IPS,acc ). The power corresponding to these
extracted current densities have been then compared with the calorimetric measurements
of the grids.
To make this, the currents measured at the power supplies can be written as a function
of the currents (hydrogen ions and electrons) extracted from the plasma source:




IH − ,ext
IPS,ext − IPS,acc
=K·
(4)
IPS,acc
Ie− ,coext
The matrix K can be evaluated as:


K=

Ie− ,str,EG +Ie− ,str,SG
IH − ,ext
IH − ,exit +Ie− ,str,exit +Ie− ,str,GG −IH + ,exit −IH + ,backstr −IH + ,backstr
2

IH − ,ext

Ie− ,coext,EG +Ie− ,coext,SG
Ie− ,coext
Ie− ,coext,exit +Ie− ,coext,GG
Ie− ,coext


 (5)

The following parameters can be obtained from EAMCC simulations where hydrogen
ions are launched from the emitter (all the parameters are calculated as a percentage of
the extracted H − ions):
IH − ,exit

• I
H − ,ext
•

is the relative amount of hydrogen ions exiting the accelerator;

Ie− ,str,EG
IH − ,ext

is the relative amount of electrons produced by stripping and charge exchange reactions impinging on the EG;
Ie− ,str,SG

is the relative amount of electrons produced by stripping and charge exchange reactions impinging on the SG;

• I
H − ,ext
•

•

Ie− ,str,GG
IH − ,ext

is the relative amount of electrons produced by stripping and charge exchange reactions impinging on the GG;
Ie− ,str,exit
IH − ,ext

is the relative amount of electrons produced by stripping and charge exchange reactions exiting from the accelerator;
IH + ,exit

• I
H − ,ext
•
•

is the relative amount of H + ions exiting from the accelerator;

IH + ,backstr
IH − ,ext
IH + ,backstr
2

IH − ,ext

is the relative amount of H + ions backstreaming to the plasma source;
is the relative amount of H2+ ions backstreaming to the plasma source.

The following parameters can be obtained from EAMCC simulations where electrons
are launched from the emitter (all the parameters are calculated as a percentage of the
co-extracted e− ):
Ie− ,coext,EG
Ie− ,coext
Ie− ,coext,SG
• I
e− ,coext
Ie− ,coext,GG
• I
e− ,coext
Ie− ,coext,exit
• I
e− ,coext

•

is the relative amount of co-extracted electrons impinging on the EG;
is the relative amount of co-extracted electrons impinging on the SG;
is the relative amount of co-extracted electrons impinging on the GG;
is the relative amount of co-extracted electrons exiting the accelerator.

Hence, the ion and electron extracted currents can be estimated with the formula:




IH − ,ext
IPS,ext − IPS,acc
−1
=K ·
(6)
Ie− ,coext
IPS,acc
The main results of the EAMCC analyses are plotted in Fig. 7, where different values
for the source gas temperature have been considered, as this quantity is not well known.
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FIGURE 7. Main results of the EAMCC analyses, with a sensitivity analysis on the effect of the source
gas temperature. The acceleration efficiency is defined as the ratio between the H− power at the accelerator
exit and the total power from the power supplies.

CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN ISSUES
The main outputs of the analyses carried out on the LHD BL2 accelerator with the
CONDUCT, STRIP, SLACCAD, OPERA and EAMCC codes are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

H − extracted current: 69-75 A;
H − extracted current density: 290-320 A/m2 ;
e− extracted current: 15-22 A;
e− extracted current density: 60-90 A/m2 ;
extracted e− /H − ratio: 0.2-0.33;
stripping losses: 12-20%;
Total power deposited on the extraction and steering grids: 220-271 kW (close to
the calorimetric evaluations, see Tab. 1);
Total power deposited on the grounded grid: 384-527 kW (not in agreement with
the calorimetric evaluations, see Tab. 1);
H − power at accelerator exit: 10900-11900 kW;
e− power at accelerator exit: 1100-1400 kW;
H 0 power at accelerator exit: 270-460 kW;
H + power at accelerator exit: 10-40 kW;
H2+ power at accelerator entrance: 70-150 kW;

•

H + power at accelerator entrance: 20-40 kW.

It can be observed that the calorimetric evaluations carried out for the extraction
and steering grids confirm the results of the simulations, while this is not true for
the grounded grid. The reason for this will be investigated in future, by performing
further measurements (for example by means of calorimetry, pressure sensors, thermocameras, spectroscopy etc.) on the accelerator. In this way, more precise comparisons
could be carried out between experimental measurements and results of the simulations.
In particular, it would be interesting to compare the power from the various species
exiting the accelerator (evaluated with the described models) with the calorimetric
measurements on the components located downstream of the accelerator (electron dump,
H + beam dump, H − beam dump, and calorimeter).
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